Yes folks, I actually received feedback from my last build article requesting more. Truth be
told I have found that it helps me achieve a better end result. Maybe it forces me to try
harder as it is harder to hide bad results if you are sharing in the build progression. So
here we go. It’s a helicopter this time in case you hadn’t figured that out by the picture.
It’s a Fujimi kit in 1/48. The Japanese always have some cool anniversary liveries!

Let’s start with the cockpit. As soon as you start looking at the kit cockpit parts some
disappointment arises. It’s covered by a large greenhouse and the detail is rather poor.
Here ‘s some pictures of what the real thing looks like. The internet can be a dangerous
place…

* Not an AH-1S

* Not an AH-1S

And this is what Fujimi provides you as the basic tub. The seats looked like they were
modeled after a roller coaster seat. Not happy with what is provided I decided to have a
go at some scratch building.

Using some plastic card I started with fabricating the floor and side consoles. Test fitting of
the floor can be seen in the bottom right picture.

Again using various thicknesses of plastic card I started to fabricate new seats. For the
back rest I gently heated the cut piece and added a curved profile. I then stippled Mr.
Surfacer 500 on the cushions to create a textured appearance. Mounted to the toothpick
is the rest pad as seen in the bottom pictures.

I did some test fitting of the seat and realised that the back cushion was too high. I used
the horribly moulded pilot figure as reference. The fix was a simple cut. After rounding
the corners the head guards (Mickey Mouse ears) were glued on and things looked
proportional.

Next in line were some seatbelts. I believe I mentioned the tomato paste foil in my last
build article. I used it again to cut some strips. Some plastic card and rod here and there
and I was done. Hopefully the painting will help approximate the real seat. On a culinary
note, the tube tomato paste makes much more sense than opening an entire tin and only
using some of it…for anyone that’s interested. Look for the paste at Zehrs.

I placed the cockpit tub into the fuselage and glued some plastic strip on top of the
console tight against the outer walls. The tub was removed and the consoles were
trimmed. The back wall kit item will also get rebuilt. Also note that I’ve cut and used the
center section from the kit. Sometimes not everything needs rebuilding.

Next decision was regarding the instrument panel(s). After a few seconds I decided to
have a go at making a new one. Out comes the punch and die set. I punched some holes
into plastic card and then cut a square around the hole. The squares were then glued onto
another piece of plastic card.

And here’s the result. Although I wasn’t aiming for a 100% reproduction, the end result
looks pretty close in my opinion. The knife give a sense of the size. The bottom left picture
shows the front panel and the bottom right is the whole assembly dry fitted. Painting will
obviously be critical to bringing all the items to life.

After all that I cleaned up my work bench to get ready for the next batch of work. That’s
also the end of part 1 of the build article. Next I’ll be moving on to the fuselage getting it
ready to paint the inside. This also means that I’ll be painting the cockpit. I’ll also tell you
about a mistake I made regarding the rotor housing. Nobody told me you had to read the
instructions!

Welcome to part 2 of the Cobra build. Lets start with the mistake I mentioned last time.
There are multiple versions of the Cobra and the kit mould has been set up to enable these
various versions. I didn’t pay close attention (none at all actually) to the part call out. I just
grabbed 2 of the rotor cowlings and glued them on. Later I discovered that there is a
specific sprue for the Step III version. The cowlings came off easy enough and the proper
ones were glued in place. No real drama in the end.
Look dummy, it’s
calling for parts
from sprue ‘D’!

Wrong parts
came off
fairly easily.

The parts
that should
have been
used the
first time.

There’s a small exhaust to be installed. The mesh detail was fairly bland so I removed the
grill section and glued on a piece of steel mesh. This was backed with plastic card to
prevent any light from peering through. 5 minutes of work made a quick improvement.
Original piece

Holes drilled around perimeter

Center section cut out

Improved item installed

There are more exhausts on the rotor cowling so I decided to also improve their
appearance. The plastic had to be thinned down to prevent the screens from sitting too
deep. This wouldn’t have looked in scale. I used a Dremel tool to thin the plastic down.
Care is required. Luckily I didn’t have any disasters. Hopefully once painted everything will
look good.

Kit detail

Perimeter drilled

New mesh installed

Opening cleaned up

The engine intake walls were also thinned for a better scale appearance. A quick swipe
with a knife and sanding stick and things looked much better. Fujimi provide the engine
fan blade but if installed the mounting pegs are more visible than the blades. I decided to
delete the fan blades and used plastic card to prevent any light see through (bottom
picture).

Time to finally start painting. I sprayed black on the inside fuselage and other relevant
parts.

I used a needle to scrape away the paint in the dial sections. At this scale it’s difficult to
produce anything but gibberish in each dial, but once viewed with the naked eye it’s more
than convincing in my opinion. The photograph does make things look a bit rougher…

This time around I did look at the instructions. Part A13 (tail rotor shaft) is supposed to be
installed before mating the fuselage halves. For some strange reason though Fujimi do not
include this part. A13 is one of the weapon wings. No big deal, I made my own part
(circled).

Here’s a couple of photos showing the initial painting results. My basic camera limits what
the cockpit really looks like.

The seats aren’t fully painted yet. They just have an initial coat of green on the cushions
but it does help give an idea of the overall feel. I’m glad I decided to put some extra effort
in.

Every single picture of Japanese Cobras’ that I’ve seen show engine inlet guards. The
unfortunate part about that is Fujimi do not include this with their kit. My best guess is
that this is a debris guard. I could leave it off and likely nobody would ever notice,
however it would be nice to have an accurate representation of the helicopter after all the
work I’ve put into it so far.

That’s the end of part 2 of the build article. I imagine that in part 3 I’ll be looking at
making those engine intake guards. I’m thinking that I’ll have to carve some master parts
and do some vacu-forming. I’m also trying to decide whether I should open the canopy
doors. Fujimi provides a single piece canopy. It would be nice to open up the cockpit for
viewing a bit more, so looks like I’m leaning towards getting the saw out.

Welcome to part 3 of the Cobra build. At the end of the part 2 article I mentioned the
engine inlet guards. Fujimi does not provide these. Do take note that I want to avoid a full
blown case of AMS (see next slide), my intent is to try a few different techniques and try to
bring more accuracy to the kit.

ADVANCED MODELERS SYNDROME (AMS)
A chronic malady that strikes most modelers eventually.
Symptoms Include:
•Not being able to build anything straight out of the box.
•Spending more money on aftermarket parts and accessories than the cost of the original kit.
•Opening a box and your first thought is: How can I light this?
•You super-detail the cockpit or engine compartment only to close it up inside the fuselage or hull and hide your work.
•Never display finished pieces, possibly because you've never actually finished one.
•You have more opened and half-built kits than you do unopened kits.
•You’re long past the point where the opened, half-built, and unopened kits are sufficient to insulate your attic, garage, and
the shed you built next to the garage to store all your previously acquired opened, half-built, and unopened kits.
•You bought that new uber-kit because it was on sale, even though you knew that the only way you’d complete it (to say
nothing of actually displaying the bloody thing!) at home would involve rearranging one or more large pieces of furniture—
and only after the inevitable discussion with your spouse/significant other on the subject of: you want to put that thing
where in my home?
•The surgical operating suites at Johns Hopkins and the Mayo Clinic are shabbily equipped compared to your modeling area.
•You are heavily restricted in your modeling activities because you cannot get to your modeling table or tools due to the kit
boxes piled up around that area and any adjacent areas - so you have to go browse for more kits online as that’s the closest
you will get to actual modeling for the foreseeable future.
•When you see half walls, closets, shelves, flat furniture tops, tables, etc, in your home that are not otherwise occupied, you
automatically view them as potential kit storage space--subject to terms of item 8, above.
•You use vital parts from forty-seven different kits to make a unique, original model (or to reproduce a starship from your
favorite screen epic exactly the way the original was made).
•Conversely, the remainder of those same forty-seven kits go into your spares ‘box’, which by this time is larger than the
chest-type freezer in your basement.
•Your modeling bookshelves contain more reference works than the local public library.

Time to try something a little different, vacu-forming. I haven’t had much luck with vacuforming in the past, so let’s see what happens this time. First step is to have an item to
vacu-form. This meant making some shapes from some fibre board I had lying around. I
thought that this would be a time consuming process, but in the end it took 15-20 minutes
to cut and file the basic shapes. To these I glued 20 thou round stock. The hardest part
was actually trying to make the shapes symmetrical.

I own a small vacu-forming box and I made extra sure to minimize the surface area where
the molds are places and also sealed the board holding the styrene. I believe this really
helped me achieve success. The other hard part is getting the styrene to the right
temperature. I had 2 attempts at this, the second one providing a good result. Yippee!

The part was cut out and contoured to fit the side pods of the rotor housing. I also added
a lip around the outside as seen on the real helicopter. In hindsight the only thing I would
have done different is to sand down the round stock before moulding. The stamping ribs
are perhaps a little too pronounced. In the end I’ll live with it. Perhaps it will look more
muted once painting starts.

And here’s the result. This should change the appearance of the helicopter significantly. If
you look carefully there is also a second guard on these pods. My guess is that this
ensures the air is forced into the tubs. I cast a second set of covers and out of these I cut
the extra guards. These guards were actually a little harder to make/fit than the larger
pods.

For the engine outlet area I also cut and replaced the screens. A piece of tubing was cut
and covered in Bare Metal Foil. This will sit inside the rotor housing where I had replaced
the screens. Hopefully this will add some realism. For the exhaust I mixed Mr. Surfacer
500 and 1000 and coated the inside of the outlet. I will smooth this and hope to hide the
seams.

That’s the end of part 3 of the build article. I haven’t gotten to cutting the canopy yet.
Working on preparing the body and adding all the other bits. More updates to follow.

Welcome back to another instalment of the Cobra build. I ended part 3 discussing the
outlet and my own mixture of Mr. Surfacer 750. Once the gloop had dried I wrapped
sandpaper around a pencil end and smoothed the inside. This process was quick and
worked out well. I also want to mention that if you use Mr. Surfacer (non aerosol) then I
recommend transferring it into a large Tamiya jar. The Mr. Surfacer jar is a pain with its’ lid
which always sticks to the jar opening.

I glued all the engine pieces together and installed them. I had to remove some plastic
card which I had previously installed behind the screens. This was meant to eliminate the
see through effect, but I had to change it once I decided to add the tube to the inside.

What’s wrong in this picture? Yup, it’s a tail sitter and another example of not following or
closely looking at the instructions. Fujimi actually do recommend adding weight.

I pried off the bottom panel and added some lead weight. Luckily this wasn’t a big deal to
do and resolved the tail sitting. Although I didn’t weigh how much I put in, I do believe
more than the recommended 3 grams is required.

The landing skids had a lot of mould lines that needed cleaning up. Additionally a stub is
present on the from of them. This should in reality be a eyelet. I cut off the stub and
drilled a hole into it. I then formed small gauge wire around a pin and left a stub to install
into the skid hole. Another quick item to make to improve the appearance of the kit.

In preparation for getting this thing ready for painting the panel lines were re-scribed. I
used Dymo tape as a guide and Hasegawa’s scribing tool, probably one of the best scribers
I’ve come across. The Fujimi kit is actually nice as the rivet detail mostly doesn’t interfere
with where the parts are glued together. As there are typically a lot of raised details on
helicopter kits I used Mr. Surfacer 500 to fill in the gaps. I used a toothpick to apply it.
Once dry use a Q-tip soaked in Mr. Color Thinner to remove the excess. As much as I love
Mr. Hobby products, you can easily substitute acetone or acetone based Cutex nail polish
remover instead of Mr. Color Thinner. This should prove more cost effective.

Gaps

I typically hate adding weapons on kits. Not because it makes the kit look less appealing,
quite contrary. I find weapons are poorly moulded and it’s a pain to sand small cylindrical
objects. Eduard have taken a step forward in creating some resin weapons, but I think
there’s still lots of opportunities in the market for manufacturers to produce something
better. So my initial choice was to stick with only the rocket pods and not the complicated
missile launchers as seen on the outer pylon. I started with the kit parts and then had
another idea come into my head.

In my various tubing pieces I found some that matched the diameter of the plastic parts. I
cut them to length in a mitre box. Since Santa hasn’t given my a mini lathe yet I chucked
the parts in a drill and end faced the tubes with a file just to ensure they were squared up
and free of burrs.

I used the kit parts to identify the mounting hole locations and drilled holes into the tubes.
Then all that was left to do was glue on the front and end rocket launcher details. The 30
odd minutes it took to make these parts up with brass tube was probably less time than I
would have spend sanding the plastic parts, and I don’t have any seams to worry about
now.

And there’s all the assemblies ready for some paint soon. There is however one thing that
still requires some work, the canopy.

That’s the end of part 4 of the build article. Next update I absolutely will have to deal with
the canopy. There are some flaws in the item and I’m still wanting to open up both access
points as seen in the picture below. That being said there is only one canopy and if I screw
it up I’ve done all this work for nothing. I do have a plan however. Stay tuned for that in
the next update and I hope to start applying some paint to the beast.

Welcome to another instalment of the Cobra build and thank you to everyone for their
feedback and questions. At the end of the last update I talked about my plan for the
canopy. I only have one canopy available, so not room for any mistakes. That’s why I
decided to have another go at vacu-forming. I figured that this would provide me with
some back up pieces. Additionally notice in the first picture that there is a moulding flaw
in the canopy, a line running along the left side. A new vacu-formed piece would also take
care of this. First thing I did was to fill in the inside with putty and create a base.

Didn’t have much luck with my first attempt. You’ll notice that the clear film pulled away
from the 2 edges. This would have likely resulted in a loss of vacuum and therefore the
canopy wasn’t fully moulded. The top part wasn’t too bad however.

On my second attempt things didn’t get any better. The film still pulled away from one
edge even though I had taped everything down. I also used a different material and it
turned white while heating it in the oven. Perhaps because I had used rubbing alcohol to
clean away glue residue or perhaps it’s the nature of the material. It looks like the plastic
was too cold when I placed it over the canopy, but it was smoking in the oven when I
pulled it out to form it. Looks like it’s back to the original plan since I didn’t have any more
clear stock. I guess this is why I always relied on Rob’s help with vacu-forming…

Here’s my original plan, which does involve a little more risk. I used Dymo tape to guide
the scriber as to where the cuts would go. The tape was also meant as protection in case I
slipped. Slowly I scribed a trench. On the top section I did the same thing but I made my
cuts from the inside edge and at a 45° angle. I used a P/E saw to finish the cut.

Here’s the front window and the rear window cut out. Whew, it worked without wrecking
it.

To take care of the moulding flaw I mentioned earlier I used Micro Mesh sandpaper to
polish the inside of the canopy section. The canopy pieces had their edges cleaned up and
on the windows/doors I drilled a small hole and used wire to hold it. This is to get the
items ready for a bath of Future. The holes will be utilized as handles need to go here.
Hard to see from the picture below, but the canopy looks much better.

I was recently asked how I mask my canopies. There’s many techniques out there, and
probably the most popular involves taking a new knife and following the contours on the
canopy to cut out the applied masking tape. I had trouble staying within the lines of the
colouring books as a kid so I prefer not to risk ruining my canopies with a stray knife
movement. I do all my masking tape cutting on the mat and patch a series of pieces along
the canopy frame lines. This process doesn’t take too long and I’ve been relatively
successful with it.

A quick test fit of the canopy indicated that it should be glued in place before painting.
The fit was poor and I’ll have to do some work to blend it in. I think I was looking at the
wrong corner of the canopy when I was gluing it on which resulted in a big step on the port
rear side. In hindsight the canopy should have been glued in smaller sections, front first
and then the rear. I think I was concentrating on lining up the cross seams when I should
have been concentrating on the sides. Not happy with the results I pried off the rear
section and re-glued it taking more care with the alignment this time.

The canopy realignment resulted in a much better appearance than the first attempt. I
also glued 20 thou round stock at the canopy openings so that I can provide support for
the doors.

Not the final result
(in progress shot)

In the first picture you can see the canopy openings masked and a probe glued to the
canopy. Doesn’t that look ready to break off again and again? When I re-glued the canopy
this is exactly what happened so I made a replacement with some 20 gauge copper wire.

I had some questions from a few people so here’s a quick update on those items. There is
a rotor. All that needed to be done was to clean up the flash and glue the pieces together.
The gun is also assembled. Very fragile piece and the barrels broke a few times on me
when I was cleaning the flash. I’ll also be using the kit decals, but not all of them. I don’t
have any experience with Fujimi decals, so hopefully they will work out. I will be painting
the snake instead of using the decals.

I’ll also be using the painting session as an opportunity to test my refurbished spray booth.
On my old unit I used a furnace exhaust fan. I didn’t use a filter so over time the thing
became unbalanced. This resulted in the booth being very noisy and it vibrated the crap
out of the table. The revised booth employs a quiet bathroom exhaust and I installed a
filter this time. I utilize a piece of plexiglass in my window frame to exhaust outside
probably killing some wildlife in the process.

Fan

Exhaust

I typically prime my models with Steam Power Black, however I decided to use a spray can
of Mr. Surfacer 1000 to level out any gouges that I may have created. In my enthusiasm to
show you and myself that this model will actually have paint applied to it at some point,
only after spraying it did I realize that I should have painted the canopy frames black first.

Well after that I decided to hit the liquor cabinet before pondering my next move. Maybe
the grey on the canopy frame see through won’t be that bad…or perhaps I’ll entertain
sanding the paint back on the frames. Don’t know yet. Stay tuned for that update and we
should finally start to see some colour on this thing.

Welcome back. At the end of the last instalment my over enthusiasm in painting resulted
in the priming of the canopy frame with Mr. Surfacer 1000 grey. I peeled back some of the
masking tape and wasn’t happy with how light the grey appeared on the frame. Out came
sanding sticks and a knife to remove the paint. I didn’t make out too bad, but I won’t really
know just how well everything turned out until after the whole painting session. Hopefully
the clear window sections have survived the abuse I’ve subjected them to. I’d hate to end
the build article with the last picture showing the kit in the trash bin.

I utilized narrow sanding
sticks. They are great. I
picked up a package
when I was in the US.
Sorry I don’t have
manufacturer
information, but if you
see something similar I
recommend you pick
some up. Very handy.

Second time around I remembered to paint the canopy frames black. I also fixed some
finish flaws that the primer highlighted and then gave it another coat of Mr. Surfacer 1000
in the areas that were touched up. I also installed the probe that I made out of wire to the
side of the canopy. Fujimi didn’t do a good job providing a good attachment point, and the
scratch built part was a little tricky as well. Again I worry about damage to the canopy.
Finally I’m ready for painting though.

So let’s start with the white. Zero paints are fabulous, and their pure brilliant white is no
exception. No thinning required, but it does need a primer. Zero paint is expensive, well
the shipping costs from the UK make it expensive… I sprayed the white onto the areas
where the snake will go. When I went to mask the white on the canopy doors in
preparation for the next colour the paint came off. Not sure why this occurred as the thing
was already dipped in Future and I’ve never had problems like this in the past. This
fracking canopy hates me! In my head I’m already starting to plan scratch building a whole
replacement canopy for fear that all the work I’ve done to it so far has left some damage.

Damn
you!

Time to sand more of the canopy and start the painting process again. I then cut the snake
from the decal sheet. This was taped on top of some Tamiya 40 mm masking tape and
traced. Tamiya’s 40 mm tape is thinner than their other rolls which does help when
dealing with bigger masks like this. The snake was in 3 pieces and although it took multiple
adjustments I managed to piece everything together. After applying the mask I had some
concern if I had enough white paint applied (as seen in last picture). I thought of peeling
the mask back and applying more white but decided to take my chance and spray more
white afterwards if required. Spraying white over black as I usually do would have helped
since it was hard to see the difference between the light grey primer and white.

Liquid mask was used to help fill in areas around complex curves.

While waiting on the paint to dry on the canopy windows I painted a few sections black.
On the rotor I also sprayed swipes of NATO Black to add some weathering effects. Hard to
see in the photo and I’ll have to wait to see how a gloss coat affects this. The black
sections were then masked.

Normally I would apply the lightest colour first which would have been the brown, but the
masking dictated that I spray the green first. I used Gunze H320. Although the Gunze
paint is semi gloss I also added Tamiya X-22 Clear. I find that this help the Gunze paint dry
faster and helps the paint flow better. If I don’t use it takes forever for the Gunze to dry. I
also tried a new product (new to me). I added just a drop of Liquatex Flow Aid. The name
of the product is self explanatory. I’ve also dispensed my Tamiya thinner into a different
container that makes it easier do dispense and control the amount. I’m sure that’s very
interesting to all…

The green sprayed nicely out of my Iwata HP-B. I never had the nozzle get dirty or clogged
once and I’m going to have to give credit to the Flow Aid. The finish came out with a nice
gloss, perhaps this is due to the Flow Aid as well as I don’t remember my finishes this
glossy even when using Gunze paints and adding additional gloss. The last picture shows
the masking and the reason I sprayed the green first.

I normally don’t go this far with masking different colours. I would typically spray this
freehand, however the pictures of the paint schemes really do show a hard edge. I mixed
up the diarrhea brown colour to the approximate ratio seen in the picture. I’m also not
lightening any of the base colours whit white. In case I need to touch up anything this will
be easier with the stock paint colours.

More masking was done for the black sections. Since I didn’t mask everything I marked
which areas were to be painted NATO Black.

Time to start removing some of the masks. The lines look nice and tight so far. Looks like I
ran into a problem with the Gunze paint. As I mentioned earlier it seems to take forever to
dry, and when I pulled the masking off residue was present. I don’t know if it’s glue from
the masking tape or actual indentations in the paint. Either way I think I can correct
it/smooth it out with a further overspray of gloss. The canopy probe also broke off on me
as I was removing the mask. Surprisingly all the fiddly bits have stood up pretty well so far.

So looks like I’ll end this update here and continue to show you the progress in the next
article. I might even manage to have the finished product in update number 7. I’m
probably being too optimistic. Now something catastrophic will happen for sure.

Sometimes I think I have had it
with these motherfracking
snakes on this motherfracking
plane!

Welcome back. I ran into a few issues…again. I’ll explain in the slides to follow.

I ended the last update with pulling off some of the masking tape. This now extends to the
snake as well. Looks like things are generally in good order here. I had a bit of overspray
get under the mask in a few sections but it shouldn’t be a big deal to touch up.

There’s additional work required on the snake however, starting with the orange shadow.
Strangely Fujimi put the shadow only on the one side but if you look at the instructions
they show the shadow on both sides. I only have a picture of the port side, however I’m
going to assume that the shadow would have been present on both sides.

?

?

Time to do a little masking. I used the decal cut outs as a guide. I then used Zero Brilliant
Orange. I figured this would do a better job of covering the area than Tamiya or Gunze
paints. Small touch ups still required here and there.

I decided to use Zero Formula 1 Red for the snake eyes and tongue. For some strange
reason I had the red paint peel off as I was removing the mask. Can’t figure out the root
cause on this one. Some careful stripping was performed and I used Tamiya red the
second time around. Am I the only one that runs into these type of problems? WTF!

* Touch ups still required

Next it’s the fangs and the wing top surfaces which were masked and painted. No drama
this time. Maybe there’s still some hope for this thing.

Touch up work

Another coat of Future was applied over the decals and a light wash was applied along
panel lines. Then I masked and sprayed the rotor shaft and the exhaust. I used Mr. Color
Burnt Iron and curiously found that Mr. Color Thinner really didn’t react well. I ended up
using lacquer thinner instead to thin. Maybe Mr. Colour Thinner doesn’t work on the Mr.
Color metallic paints? I wanted to spray these areas last since acrylics don’t go well over
lacquers. It probably would have still worked out had I painted these areas earlier.

And now to the canopy. I had some bleeding through the masks and there was also
residual glue from the masks that I wasn’t able to remove. Perhaps the two are related
since I didn’t have residue on every panel. Perhaps the masks were on too long or
received too much heat in Mr. Dry Booth? If anyone has any insights I’d love to hear them.
At this point the trash bin is looking mighty attractive.

Tape residue

Possible fogging on the inside
(CA caused most likely)

Tape bleed through

The trash bin is
looking like an
option
Tape bleed through
Tape bleed through

Considering the time I’ve put into this and not wanting to end the build article with the
helicopter in the trash I decided not to give in yet. Nothing I tried removed the residue. I
then made a flat chisel with a toothpick and gently removed any paint on the clear
sections. Then I used 3M Microfine sanding cloth to smooth out any bad panels. Using a
paintbrush I filled in the clear panels one at a time with a good soaking of Future.

Toothpick chisel

Sanded panel

Future applied with brush

At this point it was finishing touches. Painting of the rocket pods, the rotor, the vision pod
and navigation lights and such. The snake decals on the gun barrels didn’t want to
conform much either. It took multiple soakings to get them decent.

Here’s a quick comparison of the box cover to what I managed to put together. Before I
reveal the final pictures on the coming slides I’ll write down a few of my thoughts…

Happy with…
•

•
•

•
•

Relatively happy with the scratch built cockpit.
That was my first attempt at something like that
and it turned out reasonably well. The cockpit is
fairly visible and so I believe it was worth it.
The fabrication of the engine intake guards. The
ribs were larger than they really are but the
paint did help smooth this out.
Although not as smooth and clear as I had
wanted, the recovery of the canopy was
somewhat pleasing. More effort on prevention
required on my part.
Painting of the snake, although not perfect was
still the right decision especially considering the
problems with the decals I encountered.
Other scratch building and small detail
enhancements I did. They weren’t terribly
difficult and added to the overall look of the
model.

Not so happy with…
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Cracking paint. Could be a result of mixing
Tamiya clear with the Gunze paint or the Future
shrinking. I had to apply way too much Future
than I liked.
Thick paint along canopy frames. Started with
spraying Mr. Surfacer instead of black. My bad.
Decals. I know this one already. It pays to use
good aftermarket decals, but in this case it
wasn’t an option as none were available. Shame
on Fujimi for the poor quality decals.
The errors I made on the canopy, placement and
masking. I know better. I’ll show the technique
I should have used for masking in my next build
article. Beats me why I didn’t use it here.
(Education is expensive, and you’ll learn this
over and over again)
Inaccurate version of the helicopter presented
on the box. Fujimi should have included the
intake guards.
Poor quality cockpit included by Fujimi. They
should have really upgraded that sprue.
The shade of brown that I mixed was still lighter
than I wished. The Future didn’t darken the
shade as much as I had anticipated.

And some final pictures…

And some final pictures…

Final Thoughts
I’m sure we all have accumulated kits that aren’t the typical Tamiagawa standard. The kit
initially was interesting as the paint scheme drew me to the subject. Since it was a helicopter
and had a little bit over 100 parts (excluding weapons) I had actually thought that this would
have been a good 12 hour build subject. That might well have been true but I chose this
opportunity to test several concepts instead. The first concept was regarding available reference
material. I found the Airliners.net site quite helpful. Again I’m sure we’ve all accumulated
reference material with great intentions, but it was nice to see what you can obtain from the
internet. Secondly I took the opportunity to try some scratch building. The cockpit and the
engine intake guards were fun to do. And after all isn’t that what the hobby is supposed to be
about? I was also careful not to go too overboard on obtaining 100% accuracy. The work I’ve
put into this is representative enough of the subject in my opinion. Additionally it was nice to
see what was possible without spending extra on the aftermarket products. Incidentally in this
case I couldn’t find any aftermarket products for this version. As usual I also experimented with
the paint, whether it was the type, the additives or the masking. And as usual I ran into
problems with the paint. Time to do more analysis of what happened and take steps to correct
them. Again there were frustrations and difficulties to overcome, but hopefully I can learn from
my experience and improve the overall outcome of future projects. In the end though it
seemed more like a race towards abandonment rather than completion. It didn’t turn out quite
how I had hoped. It’s not horrible but it may not see a contest table either. It’s also not going in
the trash…well not any time soon. If you look at the next page I think you’ll find that I certainly
followed the last 2 items of the club theorem.

Hope you enjoyed the build report. I already have my next subject picked out and will be
doing a build report on it as well. Hopefully I can prove that I was able to learn something
and make the next one better than the one before.

